A method for selective detection of the second harmonic component generated at the focal region in a focused sound field due to the local nonlinear properties of medium is discussed. The phase shift of sound waves passing through the focus offers the principle of the present method. Assuming a source with a Gaussian profile excitation to avoid the edge diffraction, the effect of an inserted sample with a nonlinearity parameter different from that of surrounding liquid (water) is theoretically analyzed. The experiment employing a sample of benzyl alcohol shows the validity of the theory. The quadrature component of the second harmonic which differs in phase by 7T/2 radians from that of non-diffraction case corresponds well to the second harmonic generation at the focus, i.e. the nonlinear property of the sample within the focal region.
A method for selective detection of the second harmonic component generated at the focal region in a focused sound field due to the local nonlinear properties of medium is discussed. The phase shift of sound waves passing through the focus offers the principle of the present method. Assuming a source with a Gaussian profile excitation to avoid the edge diffraction, the effect of an inserted sample with a nonlinearity parameter different from that of surrounding liquid (water) is theoretically analyzed. The experiment employing a sample of benzyl alcohol shows the validity of the theory. The quadrature component of the second harmonic which differs in phase by 7T/2 radians from that of non-diffraction case corresponds well to the second harmonic generation at the focus, i.e. the nonlinear property of the sample within the focal region. It is well known that an intense sound produces higher harmonics with propagation caused by nonlinear distortion. Since the largest part of the distortion is due to an elastic nonlinearity of medium where pressure is not in linear proportion to density, a parameter of nonlinearity B/A denoting this characteristic is widely used for characterizing materials and substances. Another parameter of nonlinearity describing the dependence of local sound speed on particle velocity is treated here.
The thermodynamic method and finite-amplitude method are most commonly used to measure the parameter of nonlinearity of medium.1 ,2) Recently, some new methods to visualize the inhomogeneity of the nonlinear properties in biological tissues, utilizing the principle that a weak probe wave suffers a phase modulation due to the nonlinear interaction with an overlapping pumping wave of high intensity, was proposed and developed. [3] [4] [5] [6] A spherical focusing source is generally used to increase the resolution in applications such as ultrasonic diagnosis and acoustic microscopy. In this focusing field, high frequency and strong focusing effect accelerate the nonlinear distortion of sound." It has already been suggested that one can record the nonlinear properties of an object immersed in the focal region by detecting a second harmonic component in acoustic microscopes.8) However a subsequent article gave the concluding remarks that the nonlinear characteristic of thin samples could be hardly detected through the second harmonic signal, because the greatest part of the second harmonic observed in a microscope was assumed to be generated outside the sample." Fairly complicated microscopes were then proposed, and developed to enhance the nonlinear distortion due to the sample", ; however it seems that little progress have been made so far.
On the second harmonic component nonlinearly generated at a focused sound field in homogeneous media, Lucas and Muir12, 13) ( 1 ) is given by solving a following equation. 
A boundary condition implying a Gaussian envelope excitation can be replaced by the condition approximated on the plane z= 0 as follows : ( 6 ) A Fresnel approximation valid at fairly low concavity, e.g. D,/ a> 3, simplifies the solution to be ( 7 ) Here q1(s,0) is the Hankel transform of Eq. (3), that is ( 8 ) The use of integral formula") ( 9 ) and the inverse Hankel transform (10) leads the solution of the fundamental component as (11) Using the integral formula again, one obtains the expression (12) where
The velocity potential of a nonlinearly generated second harmonic component (13) can be given by the perturbation solution of Lighthill's equation. The Lighthill equation (14) has been linearlized by substituting the above solution q1 into the inhomogeneous term. Here co is the sound speed, and fi is the parameter of nonlinearity of water. The boundary condition (15) is imposed on Eq. (14) . Employing the Hankel transform, the Fresnel approximation and the integral formula similarly as in obtaining q1, one finally derives the solution of a second harmonic component as follows : (16) The total velocity potential 0 neglecting all harmonics higher than the second is supposed to be a sum of the velocity potentials of the fundamental component and second harmonic component, that is (17) 
Influence of Inserted Sample
Let us suppose a condition where an infinitely broad sample is immersed into the focusing field normal to the acoustic axis. Here we assume that linear acoustic properties (ambient density and sound speed) are common to both the sample and surrounding water. Thus the second harmonic field is influenced by the sample. The fundamental component q1 however remains unchanged as Eq. (12) shows. The changed value of q2 can be easily obtained introducing new conditions for q2 continuous at two sample-water boundaries.
For the case where a sample with thickness of L= 
Experiment and Discussion
Since an experimental source radius is finite, the actual values of Qs and Qc may change rapidly with the position due to an edge diffraction. The fundamental component of this case can be given by Eq. The distorted wave was observed by the spherical receiver when the sample of benzyl alcohol was inserted at each one of the three positions. Table 2 compares the values of Os and Q. obtained through experiment with the respective values computed for lea= 1.74 . These values are similarly normalized so that both the experimental and theoretical values of Os without sample are unity as in Table 1 . The experimental values show same tendency as the theoretical values. While 0, increases without regard to the position of sample, Qs changes only under the condition where the alcohol sample is placed in the focus. Therefore the Os is considered to be available for detecting the second harmonic component induced by the inserted sample.
If the experimental source is uniformly excited, i.e. u(r) = u0, the thickness of the focal region reduces approximately to 70 %, then the parameter of nonlinearity of thinner samples is presumably detected using Qs A source with larger aperture angle to make a higher focusing gain and shorter focal region length would facilitate the application to thinner samples.
Reference 9) neglected the second harmonic sound generation in the pre-focal region and the important role played by the phase of the second harmonic sound. The present paper differs in that they have been taken into consideration. 
CONCLUSION
The present paper discussed the possibility of selective detection of the second harmonic component generated at the focal region to estimate the non-linear property of the sample. The behavior of the second harmonic was theoretically predicted assuming a spherical focusing source whose excitation amplitude has a Gaussian distribution to avoid edge diffractions. A sample was assumed to have a parameter of nonlinearity different from that of the surrounding liquid (water). The influence of this sample on the second harmonic component, in particular the second harmonic detected by a spherical receiver arranged as in transmission type acoustical microscope, was examined theoretically and experimentally. 
